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ABSTRACT

Background: Many hospitals are challenged with various problems regarding infrastructure and management in providing services during COVID-19 pandemic. Effective hospital management strategy plays an important role in confronting COVID-19. This study aimed to determine the problems faced by a hospital in the time of COVID-19.

Subjects and Method: This was a qualitative study conducted at second-line COVID-19 referral hospital, Central Java from May to July 2020. Several health professionals and staff were selected as informants of the study. The data were collected by in-depth interview and document review. The data were analyzed using urgency, seriousness, and growth (USG) method to determine the priority of the problems. Root cause of the problems was analyzed with the aspects of man, method, and material using fishbone diagram.

Results: The priority problem in the hospital under study was some of the staff infected with COVID-19. The possible root causes were (1) man: staff behaviors; (2) method: loss to follow-up patients to uptake screening and lack of personal protective equipment (PPE) doffing procedure; and (3) material: lack of disinfectant chambers.

Conclusion: Some of the staff infected with COVID-19 is the main problem affecting the hospital under study. Comprehensive and responsiveness of hospital strategic management in line with WHO and CDC guidelines are required to contain the disease transmission.
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